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for simultaneous reading on mobile phones finally reluctantly raised his head to look at the sky. 

In the blink of an eye, I don’t know if it was because of my eyes, or because of the fact that the originally 

one aperture in the sky turned into two at this moment. 

Because of the high temperature and high light, George Han’s view was extremely blurry, and the severe 

pain that had always existed in his body had no way of reminding him. 

At least, for a very short period of time. 

If he hastily strengthened his shield to take on the battle, his embarrassed appearance will definitely be 

seen thoroughly by that guy. At that time, whether psychologically or in the battle situation, this guy will 

have the upper hand, and he will only be at a disadvantage. 

This is what George Han is most reluctant to see. 

Isn’t it extremely ironic that what was once used to suppress the enemy is now being used on one’s own 

body? 

However, George Han was afraid that because his vision was blurred at this time, and the pain sensation 

was so extreme that he could not sense more pain in time, then once the aperture was really one and 

two, I am afraid that by then he would have no more pain. More room for resistance. 

Thinking of this, George Han’s expression was ice-cold. 

“There may still be a chance to fight, but if you don’t resist, I’m afraid you will have no chance at all.” 

Thinking of this, George Han gritted his teeth, and the next second directly stimulated the true energy in 

his body to shield his shield. Forced to the stronger limit. 

“Wow!” 

And almost at the same time, the two apertures suddenly released a stronger wave of light, which came 

in the blink of an eye. 

call! 

Bang bang bang! 

The wave of light struck, and George Han only heard a bang on the shield for a while, and at the same 

time, the heat in his body began to expand rapidly. 

In the ultra-high brightness under the light wave, George Han reluctantly glanced at his shield. At this 

time, the thing was like plastic being put into a fire, and it was deforming wildly in the high temperature. 

It won’t last long. 

“Fuck, how could this be?” 

George Han was extremely depressed. This was still when his energy was at its weakest. If it was his 

heyday, what would he do? 



Is the gap between powers that big? 

As soon as he gritted his teeth, George Han directly urged his Yuguang to support him. Originally, 

George Han wanted to keep an extra move, but now, if he doesn’t use all his strength, he will not be 

able to bear it at that time. . 

“Boom!” 

Yuguang rose up, driving the divine light in his body, and George Han, who was still in a weak position, 

suddenly regained his place. 

The shield of jade light directly swept away the trend that was about to melt, and the entire moment 

was exceptionally strong, and those seemingly ferocious light waves were also directly blocked in an 

instant. 

Everything, and in an instant, the light is just light. 

“Yo!” 

Seeing that George Han suddenly went from a tragic defeat to a close rivalry today, the voice obviously 

did not expect it. 

“At a young age, I didn’t expect you to have such a deep cultivation base that you can directly compete 

with my two sunshines?” 

George Han smiled coldly, gritted his teeth and said with disdain, “There will be more things that you 

didn’t expect. Now, do you still need such nonsense?” 

“Stinky boy, you are really crazy. However, just because you can resist my two sunshines, this alone is 

far stronger than the group of monsters and monsters outside, I Allow you to be crazy in front of me.” 
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“However, only this time. Don’t ask me the reason, the reason is very simple.” 

“You only have this one chance in your life. I will give you three minutes to feel and enjoy this moment 

of glory that belongs to you. Let’s go.” After the 

words were finished, the waves of sunlight continued to pour down, and George Han also relied on the 

shield of jade light to stand in the confrontation. The light repaired the injuries of George Han’s body. 

He’d love to mock the guy’s self-confidence, but he needed those three minutes to readjust and repair 

his injuries. 

The three minutes were over quickly. 

At this time, the voice rang again: “Your experience time is over, now, cry, cry, and face your death.” The 

words fell, and the two sun-like halos in the sky suddenly suddenly In between, it directly turned into 

eight… 
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“What?” 



Cool back. 

This one is enough to break his defense in an instant, and these two make him even need to use the 

spiritual energy of the Seventh Spirit Monkey he just got. 

If you add one more, George Han may be instantly annihilated, not to mention, there will be more than 

six more at once. 

How is this good? 

George Han was completely dumbfounded. 

The difference in strength between the two seems to be too huge. For Sun God, I am afraid that he is 

just a little baby who has just learned to walk. He can make himself stumble to the ground just by 

waving his hands! 

Are you really going to die here? 

“No, I will never!” 

“I want to go back, I want to go back, I want to watch Han Nian grow up, and I want to spend the rest of 

my life withAmelia Su, I will never give in.” 

“If this king of hell wants me to die, I will I smashed his hell, if this god kills me, I will pierce this thief.” 

“I’ll fight with you.” With a 

roar, George Han’s next-second operation stunned the guy. . 

“You son of a bitch is sick? You actually… dare to remove your energy shield at this time? Do you think 

you didn’t die fast enough? 

” , but only a stupid move. 

Under the sunlight, let alone the intensity of the light waves formed by the two apertures at this time, 

just one aperture just now made George Han completely naked in just a few seconds. 

But this guy, now dares to do the opposite, isn’t it too early to die? 

“I want to die, does King Yama dare to accept it?” George Han smiled coldly. 

Under the waves of light, George Han was already sweating like rain. 

It’s just that this sweat is obviously not sweat, but the thin skin and tender meat that George Han has 

just grown after being repaired by the Five Elements Divine Stone. 

At this time, they were mixed with George Han’s blood, like some kind of mud, constantly flowing down 

from George Han’s body. 

I am afraid that no one in this world knows better than George Han. 

That is almost indistinguishable from falling into high-strength sulfuric acid. 

George Han didn’t show any pain at all, his eyes just stared at the two apertures in the sky very firmly. 



He raised his hands, opened and closed slightly, stretched out his hands, the sky fire reappeared, and 

the moon wheel came out. 

Heavenly fire turns the bow, the moon wheel condenses the string! 

With the movement of his hand, a divine light that can wrap all kinds of light in jade can directly turn 

into an arrow! 

Immediately afterwards, George Han bent down, drew his bow, and pointed at the sky eight circles. 

Seeing George Han like this, the guy at this time finally understood what George Han was doing. 

“You lunatic, you actually gave up your defense and wanted to attack me directly?” 

That’s right, instead of passively defending, it’s better to take the initiative. 

If the sun does not set, George Han will always be beaten crazily, then it is better to let go of his hands 

and feet completely and give him a good fight. 

“You’re so naive, you can’t even defend yourself, how dare you try to attack?” 

“I want your life!” As the 

words fell, the eight apertures released eight waves of light almost instantly, and after forming a row, it 

was overwhelming. It came suddenly! 

Even though it was still quite a distance away, George Han at this time could clearly feel that it was 

extremely powerful, and the flesh on his body even began to become muddy, and it kept falling from his 

body. 

“In ancient times, Hou Yi shot the sun. Today, I, George Hanzhong, are walking the old way and paying 

tribute to our ancestors!” “ 

Rise !” “Broken!” “Swipe!” The arrow of divine light shot out instantly, and after Tianhuo Yuelun 

completed each other’s tasks, they directly wrapped the arrow of divine light and rushed forward. 

Whoa! ! The light wave passed the arrow and hit George Han. The arrow broke through the light wave 

and suddenly hit the eight apertures in the sky… 

 


